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Abstract

In this study was developed a natural process using a biological system for the biosynthesis of nanoparticles (NPs) and
possible removal of copper from wastewater by dead biomass of the yeast Rhodotorula mucilaginosa. Dead and live
biomass of Rhodotorula mucilaginosa was used to analyze the equilibrium and kinetics of copper biosorption by the yeast in
function of the initial metal concentration, contact time, pH, temperature, agitation and inoculum volume. Dead biomass
exhibited the highest biosorption capacity of copper, 26.2 mg g21, which was achieved within 60 min of contact, at pH 5.0,
temperature of 30uC, and agitation speed of 150 rpm. The equilibrium data were best described by the Langmuir isotherm
and Kinetic analysis indicated a pseudo-second-order model. The average size, morphology and location of NPs
biosynthesized by the yeast were determined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDS) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The shape of the intracellularly synthesized NPs was mainly spherical,
with an average size of 10.5 nm. The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis of the copper NPs confirmed the
formation of metallic copper. The dead biomass of Rhodotorula mucilaginosa may be considered an efficiently bioprocess,
being fast and low-cost to production of copper nanoparticles and also a probably nano-adsorbent of this metal ion in
wastewater in bioremediation process.
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Introduction

The biosynthesis of NPs is viewed as a new fundamental

building pillar of nanotechnology. Nanobiotechnology has revo-

lutionized the production of nanomaterials which are environ-

mentally safe products. Physico-chemical methods employ toxic

chemicals and energy intensive routes, which make these choices

eco-hazardous and preclude their use for biomedicine and clinical

applications [1]. Therefore, environment friendly protocols need

to be developed for the synthesis of nanomaterials. Copper NPs

have potential industrial applications, including their use as wood

preservatives, gas sensors, catalytic processes, high temperature

superconductors and solar cells, among others [2,3,4]. The

synthesis of different NPs by microorganisms such as prokaryotes

(bacteria and actinomicetes) and eukaryotes (yeast, fungi and plant)

has been reported in the literature [5–6]. Yeasts are preferred for

the synthesis of nanomaterials due to their traditional use for

bioleaching metals from mineral ores [7–8]. Wastewater from

copper mining often contains high concentrations of this toxic

metal produced during its extraction, beneficiation, and process-

ing. Bioremediation of toxic metals such as copper through

biosorption has received a great deal of attention in recent years

not only as a scientific novelty, but also because of its potential

industrial applications. This approach is competitive, effective, and

cheap [9]. In this respect, studies have demonstrated the multi-

metal tolerance of Rhodotorula spp, which may be of potential use for

the treatment heavy metal-bearing wastewater [10]. Consequent-

ly, there has been considerable interest in developing methods for

the biosynthesis of copper NPs as an alternative to physical and

chemical methods. A literature review [11] revealed only few

studies on the biosynthesis of copper NPs using fungi and none of

the studies has used the yeast Rhodotorula mucilaginosa (R.

mucilaginosa). On the other hand, several studies have investigated

the biosynthesis of copper NPs using bacteria, for example, Hasan

et al. [12], Ramanathan et al. [13], Singh et al. [14] among others.

This work had the objective to enlarge the scope of biological

systems for the biosynthesis of copper NPs and bioremediation.

We explored for the first time the potential of the yeast R.

mucilaginosa, for the removal and conversion of copper ions to

copper NPs. Thus the goals of uptake and of a natural process to

the production of copper NPs, have been achieved in the present

study using dead biomass of R. mucilaginosa.

Materials and Methods

Ethics Statement
The company Vale S.A., owner of Sossego Mine, located in

Canaã, Pará, in the Brazilian Amazon region, through the director
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of the Vale Technology Institute, Dr Luiz Eugenio Mello

authorized the establishment and dissemination of the study

featured in this research article, allowing the collection of material

(water from pond of copper waste) supervised by company

employees, whose material led to the isolation of the fungus under

study. This field study did not involve manipulation of endangered

or protected species by any government agency.

Growth and maintenance of the organism
The yeast R. mucilaginosa was isolated from the water collected

from a pond of copper waste from Sossego mine, located in Canãa

dos Carajás, Pará, Brazilian Amazonia region (06u269S latitude

and 50u49W longitude). The R. mucilaginosa was maintained and

activated in YEPD agar medium (10 g yeast extract L21, 20 g

peptone L21, 20 g glucose L21 and 20 g agar L21) and the media

compounds were obtained from Oxoid (England) [15].

Analysis of copper (II) tolerance
Copper tolerance of the isolated yeast was determined as the

minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) by the spot plate

method [16]. For this purpose, YEPD agar medium plates

containing different copper concentrations (50 to 3000 mg L21)

were prepared and inocula of the tested yeast were spotted onto

the metal and control plates (plate without metal). The plates were

incubated at 25uC for at least 5 days. The MIC was defined as the

lowest concentration of the metal that inhibits visible growth of the

isolate.

Evaluation of copper NPs retention by the yeast
Preparation of the adsorbate solutions. All chemicals

used in the present study were of analytical grade and were used

without further purification. All dilutions were prepared in double-

deionized water (Milli-Q Millipore 18.2 MVcm21 resistivity). The

copper stock solution was prepared by dissolving CuCl2.2H2O

(Carlo Erba, Italy) in double-deionized water. The working

solutions were prepared by diluting this stock solution.

Biomass preparation. The yeast cells were grown in

500 mL Erlenmeyer flasks containing 100 mL YEPD broth

(10 g yeast extract L21, 20 g peptone L21, 20 g glucose L21).

The flasks were incubated on a rotary shaker at 150 rpm for 20 h

at 27uC. The biomass was harvested by centrifugation. Once

harvested, the biomass was washed twice with double-deionized

distilled water and was used directly for the experiment,

corresponding to live biomass. For the production of dead

biomass, an appropriate amount of live biomass was autoclaved.

Experimental design of the effects of physico-chemical

factors on the efficiency of adsorption of copper NPs by the

yeast. The effect of pH (2–6), temperature (20–60uC), contact

time (5–360 min), initial copper concentration (25–600 mg L21),

and agitation rate (50–250 rpm) on the removal of copper was

analyzed using analysis of variance models [17] with Bonferroni’s

multiple comparisons method for adjustment of p-values. These

experiments were optimized at the desired pH, temperature, metal

concentration, contact time, agitation rate and biosorbent dose

(0.05–0.75 g) using 45 mL of a 100 mg L21 of Cu (II) test solution

in plastic flask.

Sorption experiments were carried out using several concen-

trations of copper (II) prepared by appropriate dilution of the

copper (II) stock solution. The pH of the solutions was adjusted

using HCl or NaOH aqueous solutions. The desired biomass dose

was then added and the content of the flask was shaken for the

desired contact time in a shaker at the required agitation rate. The

reaction mixtures were filtered by vacuum filtration through a

Millipore membrane. The filtrate was analyzed for metal

concentrations by flame atomic absorption spectrophotometer

(AAS). The efficiency (R) of metal removal was calculated using

following equation:

R~(Ci{Ce)=Ci:100

where Ci and Ce are initial and equilibrium metal concentrations,

respectively. The metal uptake capacity, qe, was calculated using

the following equation:

qe~V (Ci{Ce)=M

where qe (mg g21) is the biosorption capacity of the biosorbent at

any time, M (g) is the biomass dose, and V (L) is the volume of the

solution.

Sorption isotherms. The equilibrium data were fitted using

the two most commonly adsorption models, Langmuir and

Freundlich [18]. The biosorption was analyzed by the batch

equilibrium technique using the following sorbent concentrations

of 25–600 mg L21. The linearized Langmuir isotherm model is:

Ce=qe~1=(qm:b)zCe=qm

where qm is the monolayer sorption capacity of the sorbent (mg

g21), and b is the Langmuir sorption constant (L mg 21). The

linearized Freundlich isotherm model is:

Inqe~InKF z1=n:InCe

where KF is a constant relating the biosorption capacity and 1/n is

related to the adsorption intensity of adsorbent.

Biosorption kinetics. The experimental biosorption kinetic

data were modeled using the pseudo-first-order, and pseudo-

second-order models. The linear pseudo-first-order model [19]

can be represented by the following equation:

log(qe{qt)~log qe{K1=2:303:t

where, qe (mg g21) and qt (mg g21) are the amounts of adsorbed

metal on the sorbent at the equilibrium time and at any time t,

respectively, and K1 (min21) is the rate constant of the pseudo-

first-order adsorption process. The linear pseudo-second-order

model [20] can be represented by the following equation:

t=qt~1=K2:q
2
ezt=qe

where K2 (g mg21 min21) is the equilibrium rate constant of

pseudo-second-order.

Intracellular biosynthesis of copper NPs by R.
mucilaginosa

Only dead biomass of R. mucilaginosa was used for the analysis of

copper NPs production since it exhibited high adsorption capacity

of the copper metal ion than live biomass. The biosynthesis of

copper NPs by dead biomass of R. mucilaginosa was investigated

using the equilibrium data and a solution containing 100 mg L21

copper (II). After reaction with the copper ions, sections of R.

mucilaginosa cells were analyzed by transmission electron micros-

copy (TEM) (JEOL-1010) to determining the size, shape and

location of copper NPs on the biosorbent. Analysis of small

fragments of the biological material before and after the formation

of copper NPs, were performed on pin stubs then coated with gold

Intracellular Biosynthesis of Copper NPs by Yeast
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under vacuum, and examined by SEM (JEOL 6460 LV) equipped

with an energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS) to identify the

composition of elements of the sample. The XPS analysis was

carried out at a pressure of less than 561027 Pa using a

commercial spectrometer (UNI-SPECS UHV System). The Mg

Ká line was used (hn= 1253.6 eV) and the analyzer pass energy

was set to 10 eV. The inelastic background of the C 1s, O 1s, N 1s

and Cu 2p3/2 electron core-level spectra was subtracted using

Shirley’s method. The composition (at.%) of the near surface

region was determined with an accuracy of 610% from the ratio

of the relative peak areas corrected by Scofield’s sensitivity factors

of the corresponding elements. The binding energy scale of the

Figure 1. Sorption studies. Influence of the physico-chemical factors on the live and dead biomass of R. mucilaginosa. (A) Effect of the amount of
biosorbent. (B) Effect of pH. (C) Effect of temperature. (D) Effect of contact time. (E) Effect of agitation rate. (F) Effect of initial copper concentration.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0087968.g001

Intracellular Biosynthesis of Copper NPs by Yeast
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spectra was corrected using the C 1s hydrocarbon component of

the fixed value of 285.0 eV. The spectra were fitted without

placing constraints using multiple Voigt profiles. The width at half

maximum (FWHM) varied between 1.2 and 2.1 eV and the

accuracy of the peak positions was 60.1 eV.

Results and Discussion

The sensitivity towards at copper of the R. mucilaginosa when

subjected to minimum inhibitory concentration at different metal

concentrations (50–3000 mg L21) showed that this yeast can

survive within high level concentrations until 2000 mg L21. The

yeast uses several mechanisms to balance intracellular metal

concentrations and counter metal toxicity. The resistance mech-

anism includes sequestration of heavy metals by metallothioneins

Figure 2. Equilibrium and kinetic data of the biosorption system. Langmuir plots for live (A) and dead (B) biomass. Pseudo second-order
models for live (C) and dead (D) biomass.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0087968.g002

Table 1. Adsorption isotherm parameters for Cu (II) ions with
live and dead biomass of R. mucilaginosa.

Langmuir model Freundlich model

Type of
biomass qm(mg g21) b (L mg21) R2

KF

(mg g21) 1/n R2

Live 12.7 0.046 0.988 0.59 0.44 0.641

Dead 26.2 0.031 0.984 0.74 0.61 0.850

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0087968.t001

Table 2. First and second-order adsorption rate constants.

Pseudo-first-order Pseudo-second-order

Type of biomass K1 (min21) R2
K2

(g mg21 min21) R2

Live 7.3661023 0.474 9.4561023 0.972

Dead 6.9061023 0.502 9.6961023 0.981

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0087968.t002

Intracellular Biosynthesis of Copper NPs by Yeast
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through their high cysteine content and adsorption of heavy metal

cations by the cellular walls [21–22].

Effects of the physico-chemical factors on biosorption
This study showed that copper removal by R. mucilaginosa

biomass was significantly influenced by the effects and interactions

with the physico-chemical factors. As can be seen in Figure 1, the

percentage of copper removal was higher for dead biomass than

live biomass for all parameters tested (p,0.0001 in all cases).

Figure 1A shows that the dead biomass was more efficient in the

removal of copper compared with the live biomass (p,0.0001 in

the five levels of amount of biosorbent), indicating that dead

biomass possess a higher affinity for copper than live biomass. The

use of dead biomass for Cu (II) removal has the advantages that it

is not toxic and, does not require growth media and nutrients for

its maintenance [23]. Therefore the R. mucilaginosa may become a

potential biosorbent in removing heavy metals from polluted

water. The effectiveness of biomass concentration in percentage

sorption of the metals was also observed to Rhodotorula glutinis [24].

In this study copper biosorption was maximum around pH 5.0, for

the two types of biomass (Figure 1B, p,0.0001 in both cases),

would be expected to interact more strongly with negatively

charged binding sites on the biosorbent. At higher pH levels

(pH 5), more ligands with negative charges would be exposed,

with the subsequent increase in attraction sites to positively

charged metal ion [25]. Some researchers have also investigated

the effect of pH on the biosorption of toxic metals and found

similar results [26,27,28,29]. The maximum removal of copper

was observed at 30uC for the two types of biomass (Figure 1C,

p,0.0001 in both cases). The influence of temperature on the

sorption of metals has also been reported for the yeast Pichia stipitis

[28] and Rhodotorula sp. Y11 [29], for the bacterium Morganella

pyschrotolerans [30] and for the plant Cymbopogon flexuosus [31] and

others. The decrease in adsorption with increasing temperature

may be due to the weakening of adsorptive forces between active

sites of the adsorbents and the adsorbate species [32]. In Figure 1D,

the graph shows sigmoidal kinetics for the types of biomass

(p,0.0001 in both cases), which is characteristic of an enzyme-

catalyzed reaction. The kinetics of copper NPs formation by dead

biomass showed that more than 90% of the particles were formed

within 60 min of reaction. The importance of contact time of the

metal with the biomass has also been reported for Rhodotorula sp.

Y11 [33]. The optimum copper removal was observed at an

agitation speed of 150 rpm for both types of biomass (Figure 1E,

Figure 3. Transmission electron micrograph of R. mucilaginosa sections. (A) Control (without copper) and (B) Section of the yeast showing
intracellular localization of copper NPs (arrow).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0087968.g003

Figure 4. SEM-EDS analysis of the surface of dead biomass of R. mucilaginosa. (A) Before adsorption of copper ion and (B) after adsorption
of copper ion.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0087968.g004

Intracellular Biosynthesis of Copper NPs by Yeast
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p,0.0001 in both cases). At high agitation speeds, vortex

phenomena occur and the suspension is no longer homogenous,

a fact impairing metal removal [34]. The percentage of copper

adsorption decreased with increasing metal concentration (50–

500 mg L21) for both types of biomass, as shown in Figure 1F

(p,0.0001 in both cases). The same has been observed for fungi at

concentration of Zn ranging from 100–400 mg L21 [35], and for

copper removal by Rhodotorula mucilaginosa RCL-11 and Candida sp.

RCL-3 [36].

Biosorption isotherms and adsorption kinetics models
Langmuir and Freundlich adsorption isotherms, were used to

describe the adsorption data for a range of copper (II)

concentrations (25–600 mg L21). The Langmuir model better

described the Cu (II) biosorption isotherms than the Freundlich

model. The Langmuir isotherm for Cu (II) biosorption obtained of

the two types of R. mucilaginosa biomass is shown in Figure 2A and

Figure 2B. The isotherm constants, maximum loading capacity

estimated by the Langmuir and Freundlich models, and regression

coefficients are shown in Table 1. The maximum adsorption rate

of Cu (II) by R. mucilaginosa (26.2 mg g21) observed in this study

was higher than the adsorption rates reported for other known

biosorbents, such as Pleurotus pulmonaris, Schizophyllum commune,

Penicillium spp, Rhizopus arrhizus, Trichoderma viride, Pichia stiptis,

Pycnoporus sanguineus, with adsorption rates of 6.2, 1.52, 15.08, 19.0,

19.6, 15.85 and 2.76 mg g21 respectively [37,38,39,40,28,41].

Comparison with biosorbents of bacterial origin showed that the

Cu (II) adsorption rate of R. mucilaginosa is comparable to that of

Bacillus subtilis IAM 1026 (20.8 mg g21) [42], but higher than the

rates reported for the algae Cladophora spp and Fucus vesiculosus

(14.28 and 23.4 mg g21) [43–44].

Onto both types of biomasses of R. mucilaginosa the kinetics of

copper biosorption were analysed using pseudo-first-order and

pseudo-second-order models. All the constants and regression

coefficients are shown in Table 2. In the present study, biosorption

by R. mucilaginosa was best described using a pseudo-second-order

kinetic model as shown in Figure 2C and Figure 2D. This

adsorption kinetics is typical for the adsorption of divalent metals

onto biosorbents [45].

Synthesis of copper nanoparticles from dead biomass of
R. mucilaginosa

The researching of biosynthetic methods to the metals NPs

formation is important in order to determine even more reliable

and reproducible methods for its synthesis and have drawn

attention as a simple and viable alternative to chemical procedures

and physical methods. The information of the location of copper

NPs in the yeast cell is important for elucidating the mechanism of

their formation and was obtained through TEM analysis of thin

sections of dead biomass (Figure 3). The results clearly showed the

high concentration of intracellular copper NPs in the yeast cell,

uniformly distributed (monodispersed) without significant agglom-

eration and was absent in control, the ultrastructural change such

as shrinking of cytoplasmatic material was observed in control and

in the biomass impregnated with copper due to autoclaving

process. However, it was not observed the disruption of the cell

wall likely due to the autoclaving method, whose principle consists

in causing the death of the microorganisms by denaturation of

some proteins [46]. It is important to note, that the cell wall of

most yeasts, consists of about 85%–90% polysaccharide and 10%–

15% protein and the polysaccharide component consists of a

mixture of water-soluble mannan, alkali-soluble glucan, alkali

insoluble glucan and small amounts of chitin [47], being these

components of polysaccharides responsible for the high mechan-

ical resistance of the cell wall [48] (Figure 3A and Figure 3B).

The two most important features that control the chemical,

physical, optical and electronic properties of nanoscale materials

are the size and shape of these particles [49–50]. As observed in

Figure 3B, the majority of the particles are spherical in shape and

with size of an average diameter of 10.5 nm. To confirm the

presence of copper NPs in the dead biomass of yeast it was

performed a spot profile SEM-EDS measurement. SEM micro-

graphs recorded before and after biosorption of Cu (II) by yeast

Figure 5. EDS spectra of dead biomass of R. mucilaginosa. (A) before exposure to copper solution and (B) after exposure to the metal
confirming the presence of copper.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0087968.g005

Intracellular Biosynthesis of Copper NPs by Yeast
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Figure 6. XPS spectra. C 1s, N 1s, O 1s and Cu 2p core level binding energies after biosynthesis of copper NPs.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0087968.g006
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biomass was showed in Figure 4A and Figure 4B respectively. It

was observed a surface modification by an increasing of the

irregularity, after binding of copper NPs with the yeast biomass.

The EDS spectrum recorded in the examined region of the yeast

cells confirmed the presence of copper. (Figure 5A and Figure 5B).

The signals for C, N, O and P may be originate from biomolecules

that are bound to the surface of copper NPs.

Unfortunatly the intracellular mechanism formation of copper

NPs by the dead biomass of yeast R. mucilaginosa is not fully

understood at the moment. The ions copper possibly could diffuse

through the cell wall and are reduced by enzymes present on the

cytoplasmic membrane and within the cytoplasm. This enzyme-

based pathway, also was proposed to silver nanoparticles synthesis

[51]. The XPS spectra Figure 6 shows C 1s, N 1s, O 1s and Cu 2p

core level after biosynthesis of copper NPs by dead biomass of R.

mucilaginosa. As can be seen in the high resolution spectra of carbon

(C 1s), the components of higher binding energy were deconvo-

luted within four elements. The main component at 284.8 eV is

attributed to the hydrocarbon chains of the celular phase; the peak

at 286.7 eV to the a- carbon, the peak at 288.0 eV to the carbonyl

groups, and finally the peak at 289.2 eV to the carboxylic groups

from the peptides/proteins bound to copper NPs [52]. The

deconvoluted spectra of oxygen (O 1s), showed peaks at 531.2 eV,

532.4 eV and 533.3 eV related to the peaks found in the C 1s

spectra. The spectra of nitrogen (N 1s) have two components, the

main 400.1 eV and a lower at 402.3 eV. In the O 1s and N 1s

spectra the major binding energies at 532.4 eV and 400.1 eV

respectively were observed confirming the presence of proteins

involving copper NPs, which suggests the possibility of these agents

acting as capping agents [52]. The Cu 2p core level showed a

sharp peak arise at 932,9 eV and it corresponds to the Cu 2p3/2

level characteristic of Cu(0) [53,54,55]. The presence of CuO (Cu

(II)) phase can be excluded considering the lacking of the signal at

933.7 eV, as well as the presence of Cu2O, that can be is ruled out

by the fact of no Cu 2p satellite peak appears with Cu2O [56–

57].There are several reports in literature of yeast mediating the

synthesis of nanoparticles of metal ions except to copper such as,

peptide-bound CdS quantum crystallites by Candida glubrata [58],

Schizosaccharomyces pombe also produced CdS nanoparticles [59],

PbS nanocrystallites by Torulopsis sp. [60], gold nanoparticles by

Pichia jadinii (Candida utilis) [61–62], the tropical marine yeast

Yarrowia lipolytica NCIM 3589 also synthesized gold nanoparticles

[63], Sb2O3 nanoparticles by Saccharomyces cerevisiae [64] and silver

nanoparticles by yeast MKY3 [65]. Honary et al. [66] reported the

production of copper nanoparticles by filamentous fungi, but the

authors only used live biomass. The bioprocess proposed here,

using dead biomass has the advantages, that it is not toxic, and

does not require growth media and nutrients for its maintenance.

The intracellular production of copper NPs by dead biomass of R.

mucilaginosa was probably the result of a reduction process inside

the cell mediated by proteins and enzymes present in the

cytoplasm. However the type of proteins interacting with copper

NPs remains to be determined and this knowledge would open

new perspectives for a more efficient green synthesis of copper

NPs.

Conclusions
In summary, we described for the first time a biological

economic template, and non-toxic using dead biomass of the red

yeast R. mucilaginosa, that may be considered an efficient bioprocess

to the synthesis of metallic copper NPs, and probable system for

the adsorption of copper ions from wastewater. The dead biomass

had a dual role, acting as a reducing agents and stabilizer during

the formation of copper NPs, as well as in the uptake of copper

ions during the bioremediation process. This natural method

affords an amenable process to large scale commercial production.

In future studies, we intend to characterize the role of

biomacromolecules in the biosorption and bioreduction processes

during the synthesis of copper NPs.
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